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This dissertation, based on the theory of Marxist dialectical materialism, the 
study on Ye Xianggao, the standard of history and the conformity of sciences of 
ocean historiography, aims at the study of ocean community in the middle and 
later period of Ming Dynasty to show the historical context in Ye’s living time. 
This study attempts to add something new to the study of Ye and help the study 
of ocean community. There are altogether eight chapters. 
    Chapter One Introduction deals with the brief introduction of the situation 
of this study, its basic principle, and the source of its study material. 
Chapter Two The Solitary Life on the Sea illustrates Ye’s family history, 
his birth on the sea, his childhood in the period of Japanese pirates’ invasion, his 
youth, his early political activities and the history of Korea’s being invaded by 
Japan. 
    Chapter Three The Time in Capital explores Ye’s holding a post in 
Nanjing. He proposed that both mine monitors and tax monitors should not be 
sent to do the work. Also his relationship with Mathew Ricci and the relationship 
between Shen Yourong and Taiwan anti-Japanese-pirates generally have been 
handled in this chapter. 
    Chapter Four Seven Years of Sole Administration has a study on the time 
of Ye’s first administration and his relationship with Gao Cai and merchants from 
Min River Area. It analyzes Ye’s historical role in dismissal of Gao Cai and his 
influence on the domestic and foreign trades of Min River Area.  















retirement. He recommended his close friend Shen Yourong to hold a post in 
Fujian. He stopped the invasion of Japanese pirates in southeastern coastal area. 
He was concerned with people’s life and devoted to the public construction of 
ocean community and the punishment of illegal activities on the sea. 
    Chapter Six Re-entrance into the Core Administration analyzes Ye’s 
second period of administration. He stopped Holland invaders’ occupation on 
Penghu. His relationship with the belief of God Dragon and Goddess Tianfei has 
also been discussed here. 
    Chapter Seven Scholarly Discussion in Fujian explores the preaching of 
Catholicism in Fujian. The Sino-western cultural communication and conflict 
between Ye and Jules Aleni has also been explained here. 
Chapter Eight Reflections and Comments shows that since Ye grew up in 
southeastern coastal area, he had been closely related with ocean in his whole 
lifetime. Though in his later life, he got far away from the sea, he didn’t break 
but strengthen his relationship with ocean community. However, although it goes 
too much to say that Ye was the governmental spokesman on the ocean 
community, he’s really a governmental official, not the representative of the mass. 
To be more exactly, he was to some extent the representative of the ocean 
community.  
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